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Crater chains not joint with random asteroid impacts are discovered   in various latitudes of the 

both hemispheres [1]. In addition to opposition of two hemispheres and polar regions (repetition 

of the Earth’s tectonics) we give attention to the middle latitudes of the southern hemisphere, 

where  a chain of alternating uplifts and subsidences in relief has rather wave nature (Fig.). From 

the west to east subsided region of Mare Fecundidatis (in the middle between Marea Crisium, 

Smithii, and Nectaris) changes to uplift in the region of the southern end of the Oceanus Procel-

larum (Crater Ptolemaeus- Ruper Altai). Then again follows an subsidence on the southern end 

of the Oceanus Procellarum (Mare Humorium). Such change of an uplift and subsidence is well 

seen on the large image of the near Moon side. Further to the east there is an uplift in the area of 

Crater Mendal-Rydberg (to the south of the Mare Orientale). Then again there is a subduction in 

region of the great Crater Apollo (in the north of the  Basin South Pole Aitken-SPA). Then fol-

lows an uplift in region of the eastern fame of the SPA (Crater Mendeleev). This lunar wave 

chain is tilted relative to the equator as the northern chain (thick black line, Fig.). Such wave rep-

etition in the lunar lithosphere is compared with alternating ancient cratons and oceans in the 

northern hemisphere of Earth [2].      
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Fig. Lunar tectonics. Gravity map of the Moon. LPOD-Sept6-09 (www2.lpod.com) 
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